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Studies on the Foam Washing of Clothes (Part 1) 
-With Special Reference to the Trial Manufacture of the Foam Washing Machine (2)-
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で，洗液を入れる洗液権 (図ー3，写貞一2)， 6 -10 
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すすぎfl周辺シャワー すすぎ用申失シャワー
図2 泡沫式電気洗濯機試作装置 (5号機)
図3 洗液槽 G包泡部) 写真2 洗濯槽 (W.L. S) 
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- 54 - 被服学
天然衿汚染布としては3日間居間した7C11x37cmの衿
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Summary 
ηle washing of cJothes at home is even a subject which must be discussed in relation to the shortage of water and 
the contamination of the natura1 environment by the water thrown away after washing which will definite1y impose 
a greater restriction on the washing of c10thes at home in the future. 
Under these circumstances， we have studied the tria1 manufacture of a nove1 e1ectric washing machine which can 
I{Iprove varieus prob1ems， such as the shor凶geof water， the environmenta1 pollution and the damage and deterioration 
of cJothes. It is a foam washing machine which is entirely different from a conventional washing machine of the immer-
(ll) 
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sion type characterized by a high degree of reliance on a mechanical force， a high load to volume ratio (l :30)， a low 
concentration of a detergent in a washing solution (40 to 50g/30 liters) and a low temperature (room temperature 
to 40oC). The foam washing machine is based on a novel washing method which is characterized by the use of foams， 
an extremely low degree of reliance on a mechanical force， an ultralow load to volume ratio (l: 1 to 2)， a high detergent 
concentration (5 to 10g/1 to2liters) and an elevated temperature (500C to 70oC). 
The fifth machine (Figure 1) is an improvement over the fourth one. lt includes a wash liquid sink separated from 
laundry sink， a laundry sink which can be loaded with 6 to 10kg of laundry material， jet type defoaming tube (the 
lower part) provided on the outside of the laundry sink， afan with a heater for supplying hot air into the wash liquid 
sink and a rinsing shower. It is also provided with a thermocouple thermometer which can automatically measure the 
temperatures of the wash liquid sink， the foams and the laundry sink (laundry material). The machine further includes 
a porous tube and the plate provided in the inside of the laudnry sink for blowing foams transversely to eliminate any 
non-uniformity of washing. 
The fan motor isdriven and the flow rate and temperature of the air are appropriately controlled. The.hot air is 
blown into the wash liquid (e.g.， a 0.25 to 0.5% soap solution) having a controlled temperature of 500C to 700C so 
that the solution may form foams. The foams enter the laundry sink through its bottom and its inside tube. They 
continuously rise and wet the laundry materiaL The foam which have been contaminated by pasing through the laundry 
material are broken by the jet type defoaming appratus and the resulting liquid is discharged therefrom. As is obvious 
from the foregoing， the foam washing machine isentirely different from the conventional washing machine of the immer-
sion type. The material to be washed is not immersed in a washing solution， but is washed by contacting the hot foams 
which are formed'when the greater part of water in the washing solution is replaced by hot air. 
The foam washing method can achieve a washing rate which is by far higher than that of washing at room temperature 
by any conventional washing machine of the vortex type， ifit is caried out for a period of 5 to 15 minutes by employing 
a washing solution having a relatively high concentration exceeding cmc， an air flow rate about 80 liters per minutes 
and a temperature of 500C to 70oC. 
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